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.afiloiUnofficial translation from German

PiWIG HOSPITAL ML OUTPATIENTS CLINIC

Penig, k Jiarch 1965

The United Nations

New York

We were most indignant to learn of the renewed terrorist attacks by the

American interventionists on Vietnamese sovereign territory. We call upon the

world Organisation to exert an influence in the matter, so that the air raids

cease forthwith and the Vietnamese people may be given their rights by r.;eans

of negotiations. The doctors, nurses and entire staff of the Penig Hospital

declare their solidarity with the Vietnamese people.

(signatures)
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NEWS 111 BALA AVENUE • BALA-CYNWYD, PA. 19004

T E n n y s o n 9-3820
Publlthtd by CHy DIM News, Inc.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Just want you to know that the City line News supports
your plea for negotiations on Vietnam. Personally,!
am ashamed of the actions of the United States Government
heretoforejand its continued aggressions in Asia.

The only way I believe you will get a termination
of American aggression there will be to call the
General Assembly together to discuss this matter.
There's no question that they will vote for condemnation.
This -wouldn't sit too well in Washington.

Meanwhile, people die, die. ..die.

Respectfully yours,

Lawrence H. Geller
Associate Editor

March 18,65



Unofficial translalSlfiL from German

Protest Resolution by the SED Party Organization

Hanns Eisler School of Music} Berlin

to the United Nations, New York

The Party Organization of the SED (Socialist ',:nity Party) qt the Hanns 2isler

School of Music, Berlin̂  stronrly protests against the continued arced provocations

by the l',S« against the peace-loving people of North and South Viet-Nan.'

United States imperialism hae not the slightest political or legrl grounds for

its aggressive intervention! On the contrary, it !>.as the duty to leave p-oples free

to choose their own •way of life]

We ask the United Mat ions to call upon the U.S. Government to take inanediate

steps to eliminate this new hotbed of war!

Otherxd.se peace-loving mankind might be faced vdth unforeseeable consequences.

Heller

Party Secretary

Berlin, 22 Karch 1965
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Protest to the United Cations

Our Seminar H/I-Q/III at the Hanns Eislar School of Music, Berlin, protests

against the brutal military attacks by the United States in North and South Viet-N&ni,

which are totally devoid of humanity and against all the rules of international l;\w.

We most strongly urge that the American Government take prompt action to restore

and maintain peace in the world.

Berlin, 23 March 1965

(signatures)

We students in the 0 111/S and H 1/r Singing Seminar at the Hanns Ldsler

School of Muisic/conaSmi ?he American aggression in North and -outh Viet-Neun.

We accordingly request the United Nations to take appropriate action Lc prevent

the conflict from spreading and to put a stop to the criminal behaviour of the

American imperialists.

24 March 1964

(signatures)
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. NACIONES UNIDAS UNITED NATIONS

CENTRO DE IMFORMACION PARA
MEXICO. CUBA V REPUBLICA

DOMINICAN*

HAMBURGO 6S. 3ER. P1SO

UH/121.06 \

23 March 1965

Dear Mr. Powell,

Attached please find a communication received from the
Secretary General of the National Union of Mexican Women
with a protest related to Viet Nam affairs, which seems to
be intended for delivery to the Secretary-General.

As in similar occasions, I have acknowledged receipt
of the communication and have said that it has been
forwarded to the UN Headquarters.

Yours sincere.

iel Alpornoz
f Director

Mr. William Powell
Chief,' Centre Services
Office of Public Information
United Nations
New York
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UNION NACIONAL DE MUJERES MEXICAN AS
SEP. DEL ^SALVADOR 96-407 MEXICO, D. F.

<

Mexico, D. P. a 20 da Marzo de 1965

Sfi. U THANT
SECEETARIO GBNEEAL BE LA O.N.U.

La Union Hacional de Mujeres Mexicanas y el Comit6
de Solidaridad con las Mujeres del Vietnam del Sur, nos diri—
gimos a Ud. para elevar nuestra endrgica protesta por la vio-
lacidn de los acuerdos de Ginetra que realiza el Go"bierno de
los Estados Unidos. Al mismo tiempo, demandamos su inraedia-
ta intearvenoidn a fin de que diclios acuerdos sean respetados. \
Uuestras organizaciones apoyan su proposicidn sobre el cese ]
al fuego y el arreglo de los proTslemas en la mesa de conferen- \
cias. j

Las raujeres de M&cico se unen a las mujeres de todo
el mundo en la lucha contra los aotos de agresid*n al pueblo -
de Vietnam, que ponen en peligro la pas mondial*

A T B N T A M E N T E

Marta Borquez
Secretaria General*
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724 Scalp Avenue
Johnstown, Pennsylvania

-*/

f : United Nations Headquarters
| i East 42nd Stredt
JF i Hew York, Hew York
! !
l?; 1 Dear Mr. U Thant i

General U Thant yf /jj"
/̂

Will you help to bring the facts in the enclosed paper into
clearer focus? We are suspended in a moment of time that demands,
more than ever before, a questioning of irresponsibility in govern-
ment policy. Because the President'seems to be acting under the ^
protection of last summer's Congressional resolution, the facts
surrounding its passing should be investigated.

If it is truf" and if it can be proved, that full information
about the Gulf of Tonkin attack was withheld until after the passing
of the resolution, perhaps more members of Congress might start
questioning the harrowing U.S. policy in Vietnam, instead of merely
sending out to their districts briefs that seem like a take-off of
Dean Rusk's "White Paper."

Can you help find answers to the following questions?
1. Did the United States actually sign the Geneva Agreements of 195̂ ;

is the U. S. legally committed to any other arrangement or
alliance involving South Vietnam?

2. Why do you think we took over France's involvement in South Vietnam?
3» How many advisers were permitted in South Vietnam, according to

the Agreement, or according to another arrangement?
4, What'defense1 limitations were called for? (Were any jet aircraft

allowed?
5. Did the United States ever get the vote of the United Nations to

go ahead with any policy in Vietnam? Of any policy we are now
employing., is there any which never had the sanction of the U.N?

6» Did the United States have any right to block free elections in
South Vietnam in 1956?

7. What is your evaluation of Ho Chi Minh as a leader for all Vietnam?
8» Do you feel that Bernard B. Fall has given a fair analysis of the

situation in Vietnam in his book, The Two Viet-Nams?
9, Do you feel that Vietnam should be unified? Do you feel that North

Vietnam was forced to turn for Belp to China, because she needed
vital food supplies no longer available via South Vietnam?

10• Is there reason to believe that men in the top eschelon of our
government may have investments in defense material being used in
Vietnam? Investments in non-military materials? In U.S.-located
rubber-consuming factories?

11. Did the United States delegate undermine the effectiveness of the
United Nations?

In this desperate moment, there is time orHy for the truth. Through
the United Nations we hoped to hear it. But now we are afraid that



that the representatives of our own country have had reason to
silence it.

Can you think of any way that we, as citizens of the United
States, can make an effective call for restraint in Vietnam now,
and a withdrawal which allows the United Nations to protect, the
minority groups there?

Thank you for the time and effort involved in presenting
the answers- to those questions you feel you can answer.

Sincerely,

Mrs. C» F. Reeder

.'f
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F E D E R A T I O N O F A M E R I C A N S C I E N T I S T S

2O25 EYE STREET. N. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OOO6

CODE 2O2. 965-5155

DANIEL- M. SINGER

GENERAL COUNSEL.

17OO K STREET. N. W.

TEUEPHONE: 296-3300

FORREIEASE: Thursday A.M., March 2$, 1?65

MRS. MARGIE E. FLEISCHBEIN

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

.

',

SCIENTISTS DENOUNCE U.S. USE OF GAS WEAPONS

The Federation »f American Scientists condemns in the strongest possible terms
the use of chemical and biological warfare agents in the Southeast Asia area,
a use which has now been officially confirmed. We have voiced our opposition *
to such aetio$a.:in the past. ¥e find it morally repugnant that the United
States should find itself the party to the use of weapons of indiscriminate
effect, with principal effectiveness against civilian populations. The
Justification of such weapons in warfare as "humane" will, in the long run,
hurt the security of the United States, even if military effectiveness in a
specific situation can be demonstrated.

Supporting Statement

In past statements (see statement dated June 19, 196U, attached), the Federa-
tion of American Scientists has called attention to the fact that the defense
against biological and chemical agents is comparatively simple for disciplined
troops but much harder to achieve for civilian population. These weapons
are, therefore, primarily weapons of indiscriminate mass attack, possessing
only limited military value* The news stories coming out of Saigon confirm,
in fact, that gas attacks have been mounted against civilian populations
suspected of harboring Viet Cong elements. The characterization of such
applications as "humane" is incomprehensible, to say the least.

In recent weeks, we have been treated to a succession of stories which have
included the employment of napalm against villages, the use of crop-destroying
agents, so-called defoliating chemicals, and nrw the use of gas against
civilians. Whether a chemical, which induces extreme nausea and acts as a
cathartic, inflicts lasting effects on its victims #f all ages and in vary-
ing states of health, we cannot possibly know.

We have previously pointed out that biological and chemical agents are easy
to mass-produce, that the manufacture is cheap and easily concealed. To
proliferate their possession and use will in the long run hurt the security
*f the United States by increasing the danger that irresponsible governments
or juntas will feel unconstrained to use them for international blackmail.
Furthermore, the use of United States-produced chemical and biological weapons
in Asia will be interpreted widely as "field-testing" of these weapons among
foreign people and will hurt our efforts immeasurably in good will and moral
respect all over the world.

# # #

The Federation of American Scientists is a national, non-partisan organization
of more than 2500 scientists concerned with the impact of science on nationll
and international affairs. Present officers are: Chairman, Peter G. Bergmann;
TW^8ra&rT^ «#&?& <$rlfcf-f* Si»?»*etaiT$ Allen Is Janisj Treasurer^ Gary Pels mi-
Aid.

rf
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FOR RELEASE: Friday, June 19, 1964.

FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS CALLS FOR
BAN ON BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL WARFARE

In view of the potential danger to our entire civilization from
the development of biological and chemical weapons and in view of the
specific disadvantages to the security of the United States from fur-
ther development of these weapons, the Federation of American Scientists
urges:

1. That the President declare a policy of "no first use!1 of
chemical and biological weapons;

2. That all mass production of biological weapons be abandoned;

3. That development of new biological and chemical weapons be
stopped.

In addition to the aforementioned unilateral measures, we urge
the U.S. Government to seek an international agreement to prohibit the
use of biological and chemical weapons and to renounce development of
such weapons.

'Supporting Statement

There is ample evidence that the United States Government is
engaged in a large-scale effort to develop and produce lethal biological
and chemical weapons. There are already stockpiles of biological
and chemical munitions of all kinds available to our military forces --
rocket warheads, conventional artillery shells, liquids'to be sprayed
directly from pUnes«r- and considerable effort is being devoted to.,
development of mere effective disease-producing organisms and
chemicals, and mor« effective methods of distribution.

We believe that th» introduction of such weapons, and partic-
ularly of biological weapons, is highly undesirable. In the case of
the biological agents, it appears likely that the principal targets
would be civilian populations rather than military personnel. We
find this morally repugnant. Second, the continued development and
stockpiling of these weapons wouvj complicate further the problems
of arms control and inspection, anc* would represent a major step back-
ward in our attempts to reduce the chu&ces of world war. Finally,
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even if one construes the interests of the United States in the
narrowest possible sense, it is clear that the development of these
weapons is undesirable. Biological weapons are potentially very
cheap, and their dissemination, particularly among the non-nuclear
nations, would have the effect of providing these nations for the
first time with a striking power comparable to that afforded by nuclear
weapons. Research, development and the preparation of such weapons
can be accomplished in ordinary microbiological and chemical labora-
tories. Thus, most nations, small and large, could easily and secretly
acquire a significant biological and chemical warfare capability,
which, furthermore, would be much less susceptible to inspection and
control than are nuclear weapons. Large scale efforts in our own
country are certain to stimulate similar efforts in other countries.
The result would be to increase the likelihood of accidental war and
to reduce the effectiveness of our own nuclear "balance of power".

It is not clear what advantage the U.S. can gain in return by
the acquisition of biological weapons. It has been suggested by the
advocates of these weapons that they offer a choice of response to at-
tack intermediate between the conventional and the nuclear, but it
appears that when fully developed they would be as destructive to
human life as nuclear armaments and it is unlikely that any nuclear
power so attacked would hesitate to reply with nuclear weapons. It
has been argued that the possession of biological and chemical weapons
by the Soviet Union makes it essential that we develop similar weapons
for purposes of "retaliation", but it is clear that nothing further
need be added to our own nuclear deterrent to discourage an attack by
the Soviet Union upon us, just as their nuclear deterrent discourages
our own use of such weapons. It has been said that nuclear weapons
cannot deter attack by biological weapons, because the latter lend
themselves to surreptitious use, so that it would be impossible to
identify the assailant against whom to retailiate with nuclear weapons.
It is not clear, however, what advantage would arise in that case from
the possession of a biological retaliatory capacity, since the assailant
would be equally unknown.

Chemical warfare, though largely tactical in nature, also appears
to us undesirable. Chemical weapons, like biological and nuclear
weapons, are widely thought of as "terror" weapons, and their use intro-
duces dangers of escalation far out of proportion to their effectiveness.

Biological agents seem particularly well suited for attacks against
civilian populations rather than military targets. Since biological
agents must be either inhaled or swallowed, it is relatively easy to
protect disciplined troops, while civilian masses are peculiarly vulner-
able, not only because of their relative lack of discipline and pro-
tective equipment, but because of the greater effectiveness of biological
agents in areaa of high population density. Biological weapons directed

- 2 -
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against man are potentially as dangerous to our civilization as are nu-
clear weapons. Though some mention has been made of the development of
so-called "humane" weapons resulting in incapacitation rather than death,
the published information on biological warfare suggest that considerable
effort is being devoted to development of lethal agents such as those
causing anthrax and pneumonic plague. Even in the case of diseases not
normally fatal, the lack of information concerning the effects of mas-
sive doses of virulent organfems or of a higii density of infected persons
makes effect unpredictable.

The argument is made that development of bilogoical weapons should
be continued for defensive purposes. Defense against such weapons con-
sists either of preventing entry of the infectious agent into the body or
counteracting the effect after entry. In the former case the methods of
protection are likely to be fairly independent of the weapon material; in
the latter case, each agent would require its own specific counter measures.
As the variety of usable organisms is potentially unlimited, development
of new weapons by us can give no assurance of our ability to defend our-
selves against attack with other organisms. It would, therefore, appear
that the only avenues of research for defense that have some likelihood of
being fruitful would be concerned either with prevention of entry or with
very general antimicrobial substances. Such a program need not be
pursued in secret:, nor need it involve the development of new biological
or chemical weapons.

Finally, we are concerned with reports of the field use of chemical
weapons in Viet Nam. Allegations relating to the use of anticrop agents
under American supervision have been officially denied. However,
reports that defoliating agents have been used to destroy protective cover
have been confirmed by representatives of the Department of Defense.
These charges give rise to the broader implication that the U.S. is
using the Vietnamese battlefield as a proving ground for chemical and
biological warfare. As has already been stated, FAS is opposed to the
"first-use" of chemical and biological weapons. We are further opposed
to experimentation on foreign soil and also feel that such experitre ntation
involving citizens of other countries compounds the moral liability of
such actions.

$ * * * # *
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141 Lorraine Ave. X
Mt. "ernon, ixJ.Y.
March 27, 1965 '' X

i
i

Dear Mr. U Thant: i

Pie ase know that millions of Americans support your
earnest efforts to secure peace in Vietnam. May I ' i
suggest that you openly amplify your comment that if
"the American people knww the facts," they would
want peace negotiations. Please publicize the facts,
even if it means embarrassment for our State Dept,

Respectfully yours, !
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Mw. S. A.-Maronfe

1 723 Ecwt 28 Street, Brooklyn 29, IS. Y.
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Dear Secretary-General Thantt

We ask for an immediate cease-fire in Vietnam and immediate

use of U Thant's formula for negotiations*
* •

; * Sincerely,,

Charles Hirsch
55 West 86th St.

York,, H.3T.

{ouaxf

<1
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Sir:

1939 S.W. 23rd Terrace y
Miami, Florida 33145
March 28, 1965 £

It seems that the populace of our country, as well as
of the world, is in a state of paralysis while the Vietnam
situation becomes steadily worse and more dangerous.

I don't think the fighting can be called "civil war"
even technically, and certainly not honestly. It is war*
What can the United Nations do about stopping it? There
doesn't seem to be any hope elsewhere. Many of us place
our hope in the United Nations.

j Respectfully, '

(Mrs. H. L. McLinden)

k
pusxfJ

"



TO,
The Secretary General,
United Nations,
New Iork,N.I. March 29th, 1965.

\ Sir,
Being from one of the hundreds of millions of people who cherish truth,

aspeace,honesty and freedom,! feel that it has urgently become necessary for all
to write this letter to you requesting your continuous effort for a prompt negotiationJ
for a peaceful settlement acceptable to all parties concerned,before the preaerr ritua-j
tion explode into a major war.And even if no such danger is imminent at least a just \
and equitable peaceful settlement. <!

In common with millions of others I firmly believe that you are still j
making an effort for a just̂ peaceful settlement in Vietnam,notwithstanding the rajactio!
-n by the United Spates of your proposal. ' j

i
To every right-thinking person there is no reason why the U.N. should '

find itself unable to intervene in Vietnam in keeping with its principle of main*3inin-j
g peace like it had done in Korea.Unless the U.N. find itself able to persuade tha big
power directly involved it will not only fail in its most important duty to the peoples
of the world but it will also be unworthy of its name as being an upholder of pence and
Justice in the world.Now is the time for the U.N. to act without any fear of feavour le-
st it should become another League of Nations. i

In conclusion we exhort the U.N. to redouble its effort by rll poss-
ible means for an early just and peaceful settlement in Vietnam,acceptable to all part-J
ies concerned and we firmly believe that the U.N.will be successful if it try hc.rd}in
bringing peace and prosperity to the people of Vietnam and the whole of South East Asia.

Yours very sincerely

iJ.Massai
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MUrray Hill 7-5084

/L-

March 29, 1965

Hon. U Thant
Secretary-General
United Nations, New York

Dear Mr, Thant:

We ask for an immediate cease fire in Vietnam and
immediate use of your formula for negotiations.

JDP:pjl

Sncerely,

ames D. Proctor
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100 West 55th St.
Kew York 19

March 29, 19G5

Senator Wayne Morse
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Morse:

Vfe ask for an .imn^difite cease-fire in

Vietnam and use ef U Thant 's formula for negotiations.

Yours has been one of the 'few voices of sanity in the

country end we applaud yr."- ( p'*"'crtr, and hope they

will be redoubled st this ru>.,t d u n n ^ f o u s monent.

•Yours v™ry sincerely,

k

f -9 . •''
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D R . E A R L H . S H A T Z K I N
V78 '.Voodbricl&e Road

Rockville Centre, 11570, N.Y.

March 30,

MR. U- Thant
Secretary General
United Nations, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Thant, •

- I have today written to President Johnson

and my elected represent .?6ives to support a cease

fire in Viet Nam, and i:.--::..'̂ :in.te application of the

formula for negotiation th-t yon proposed.

Rrvspoet f t i j ly,

Earl H. "Shatzkin
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Richard L. Sigerson
90 Riverside Drive • New York 24, N. Y. • LYceum 5-8690

March 30, 1965

Dear Mr. President:

I wish to register my support for your arranging

an early cessation of our fighting in Vietnam, and Immediate

use of Secretary General U Thant's formula for negotiations*

Respectfully,

RLSA

cot Secretary General U Thant
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Mareh 30, 1965

U Thant
Soretsry General of the United Nations

Dear Sir,

I am writing to express concern for an apparent
refusal on the'part of my government to negotiate the
Vietnam crisis.

As a mother 1 am concerned not only for my own.
children ( in the event that the war should escalate to
global proportions) but for the innobent babes who are
right now dead and suffering from our terror.

In your office it is possible to voiae the need for
arbitration, ^lease pursue your present efforts to seek
negotiation. Surely the United Nations oannot tolerate
the aotions of agression, even if it com?s from suoh a
powerful soured as the Unite.d States.

You must epesk up of tan on "behalf of a?l of us.
Our OTWCL government, aside from the daai.iag "white paper is
strangely silent. AS a world citizen I look to your leadership
in this time of woeful lack of regard on the part of my
government for United States opinion.

,
Blooh ( I.fics. Sdward J .)

.,2" Gre .•-•nw.y Court
Hew Jersey
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Dear Mr. Secretary General: ^

We ask for an i mediate cease-fire in Viet-nam
and immediate use of your formula' for negotiations,

James i.i
25 West 71st St.
Few York,. W.Y.
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PERMANENT MISSION

OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

22 EAST 73RO STREET

NEW YORK 2t. N. V.

REGENT 7.47SO

No

1 AdOOi

The Permanent Representative of the People's

Republic of Bulgaria presents his compliments to

the Secretaiy-General of the United Nations and

has the honour to transmit hereby five telegrams

by some protest rallies against the acts of a^-

ression of the USA in South-East Asia addressed

to the Secretary-General.

New York, 22 March, 1965

encl.

His Excellency U THANT

Secretary-General

of the United Nations

\
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Unofficial translation
from Bulgarian
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'' i ' ' UNITED NATIONS - NEW YORK

C/o MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA

P R O T E S T T E L E G R A M

j

from the Comsomol Organization at the Parvoraai

' Branch of the State Automobile Transport Enterprise

We, the members of the Comsomol Organization, at a pro-

test rally, condemn most energetically the blatant provocations

of the US armed forces against lithe people of the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam.

The Bulgarian people and its Government resolutely stand

by the heroic people of Vietnam and insist on the immediate with-

drawal of the military forces of the USA from the Indochina pe-

ninsula and on the end of all interference in the internal affairs

of the countries in the region.

We ask the Government of the USA to show a proof of sob-

riety and cut short this dangerous play with fire and heed the

will of the peace-loving peoples who fully support the Vietnar.se
i

people.

The Rally
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Unofficial translation
from Bulgarian

P ' R ' O T E S ' T " ' T E L E G R A M

Today, 12 February 1965, the personnel of the State

Industrial Enterprise "Lipa" in the city of Silistra, at a

protest rally resolutely condemned the barbaric attacks of the

/American imperialists against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,

The new act of agression, ^brazenly called by the Ameri-

cam war-mongers "repressive actions" is incompatible with the

principles of international law and is a manifestation of a

rude and reckless use of force in international relations.

A small peace-loving country - the Democratic Republic

of Vietnam - became the target of this agression.

Such playing with fire endangers peace not only the

Indochina Peninsula and South East Asia but all over the world

as well.

We strongly protest and ask: "Hands off Democratic

Vietnam".

The Rally



Unofficial translation
from Bulgarian

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT 1VORKS - SOFIA

SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE
UNITED NATIONS - NEW YOK"

C/0 MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF BULGARIA - SOFIA

PROTEST TELEGRAM

The air raids against the peaceful land of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam once again provoked the wrath and indignation
of the honest people all over the world.

The struggle waged by the Vietnamese people to unify
Vietnam and build up a democratic peace-loving country in Soni':-
East Asia foils the plans of the American imperialists who sp;;re
no effort in order to escalate their agression.

We, the members of the personnel of the Telephone and
Telegraph Equipment Works in Sofia, fully approve of and support
the just struggle of the Vietnamese people and the Declaration...
of the Soviet and the Bulgarian Governments which resolutely
oppose the imperialist schemes and we strongly condemn the colo-
nial actions of the American agressors. All of us, we firmly
stand by the heroic Vietnamese people and insist that an earl-'
Brad be put to the agression by the USA. We pledge to increase our
production in order to strengthen our military and economic
.poweoc.

We are confident that the just struggle of the Vietna ?se
people will be triumphant.

World peace will be preserved*

Hands off South Vietnam.

Long live the just cause of the heroic freedom-lovin/
Vietnamese people.

The Meeting.

Sofia, 10 February 1965
BULGARIA
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Unofficial translation
from Bulgarian

CONFECTIONERY WORKS "MALTCHIKA" - BRANCH "Y.NIKOLOVA", SOFIA

TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

C/O MINISTRY FOR FOREOIf-:N
. AFFAIRS, SOFIA

T E L E G R A M

The personnel of "Y.Nikolova" received with great an-
xiety and profound indignation the last agressive acts of the
American imperialists against the peaceful people of the De-
mocratic Republic of Vietnam.

This new infamous provocation is a flagrant violation
not only of the most elementary rules of international law
but of sound human morality as well.

We condemn and reprimand most energetically this gang-
ster adventure the main responsibility for which goes to the
USA and insist that the US puts an immediate end to its acts
of agression against the Democratic Republci of Vietnam and
the other countries in Indochina.

We all support the Declaration of the Bulgarian Govern-
ment on the just struggle of the South Vietnamese patriots for
national independence, for a peaceful unification of the country
towards peace and social progress.

v Long live the heroic Vietnamese people.

Party Secretary:

/s/L.Yordanova/

TU Chairman:

/s/T.Kotcheva/

Secretary of the
Comsomol:

/s/G.Tudgarov/



Unofficial translation
from Bulgarian

THE SECRETAR-GENERAL OF THE
UNITED NATIONS - NEW YORK

c/o MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AF[-.\!RS
OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
BULGARIA

PV-RP.O T E S T T E L E G R A M

We, the members of the Scientific Research and Design-
ing Institute "Niproruda" in Sofia after learning of the rude
agressive acts of American imperialism against the peaceful
villages and cities of the Democratic epublic of Vietnam, fit a
protest rally express our wrath and indignation against this .
overt gangsterism. We strongly condemn reprimand and castigaj'.
the barbaric air raids against the peaceful people of the Democ-
ratic Republic of Vietnam and insist on: the immediate end of
this evil deed of American militarism.; the respect by all states
of international agreements; the withdrawal of American troops
from South Vietnam and the granting to the people of Vietnam
the freedom to settle their own internal affairs themselves.

Americans, hands off Indochina1.

The Rally

Part Secretary: /s/.
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Seorataa^-Gesaeral af the United lations
presents his compliments to the Pensaneat Representative
of the People*s Hepublio of Bulgaria to th« United Nations

and has trie honour to aekaowledge receipt of his note

Bo,108 of 22 March 19^5j transmitting five telegrams
adtoeseed to Mrs 'by protest rallies ooncesemng the
situation in Sotttb"*®ast Asia*
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ST/vb

29 March 1965

Br*

I regret tli© delay in replying to your kind
letter of 27 February, 1 too recall with pleasure our
jseetisag at Harvard ia Jias®9 1963*

It was encouraging to know of your support for ray
plea for negotiations with, a view to finding a peaceful
solution to the situation in ?iet~Sam, sad I am grateful
for your constructive interest in this critical problem.

You will, of course ? understand t&at I would not wish to
advise any private citisen as to ways in which he ralght use
his influence with members of the United States Govamment in
this coimealonf moreover » I doubt if I oomld js?ovide you \sdth
anj inforÊ tion as to the views asid positions of th© interested
parties other tfeaa tsfeat is already available to you through
press media, l$b.& qtiestion hsres 1 'believe t is one of emphasis
and interpretation rather than of actual facts.

For a filler presentation of ray own views on the
situation ia the entire area of Southeast Asia, you msy wish
to read, the transcript of my most recent press conference , in
which I replied at length to a nursber of questions on this
subject. I am enclosing a aovy herewith in the hope that you
may find it useful*

With mra personal regards*

Yours eincej?eljrs

fhast

lev. Br* ^efea
Hsadteastes
The 0ss>ton School
Orotoa
Massachusetts
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30 March 1965

Dear Mr* Ken-ewell,

The Secretary-General has asked me to acknowledge receipt
of your latter of 25 March and wishes me to tell you that he was
pleased to hoar about your interest in the situation in Viet-Nam.

With reference to your inquiry concerning the possibility
of having the Secretary-General address your Committee some time
in April, I regret that the Secretary-General's reply must be
negative. Unfortunately his schedule for that month, including
a number of important meetings at Headquarters and plans for an
official trip abroad, is such that he is unable to accept any
further speaking engagements at th© present time.

Since the situation in ¥iet—Sfans is not being considered
by any of the major organs of the United Nations, the Secretary-
General would find it difficult to recoramend any member of the
United Nations Secretariat who might speak to your Committee on
this subject. Should you wish a speaker on any other subject
related to the United Nationst I would suggest that you get in
touch with Mrs, Suaanne Jenssens Chief of the Group Programme
Unit, Office of Public Information, United Nations. She should
be able to suggest someone appropriate..

Yours sincerely?

Jose" Kola-Bennett
Under-Secretary for

Special Political Affairs
Mr, «Tohn B# Senewell
Wesleyan Ad Hoc Committee for
Vi0t**Nam Peace and Freedom

K&ppa Nu ICappa
?/esleyan Station
Middletown
Conn.



Kappa Nu Kappa
Wesleyan Station
Middletown, Conn.

Dear Mr. Secretary General,

Students at Wesleyan University have been particularly
interested in the current happenings in South Vietnam. We are
all very wary of the risk of the present conflict developping
into a war of much greater magnitude.

Many Wesleyan s.tudents are dissatisfied with the present
administration's policies in South Vietnam. We can see no reason
why an increse in American military intervention is desired or
even inevitable. As. this brutal war expands, we see .the employment
of more and more' weapons of inhuman destruction— naplam bombs,
now even poison gas* We are certain that such wanton desrtuction
can be avoided.

The Wesleyan student body would be very grateful if you could
come here-arrcrpsiso"eirt; an alternative to the administration's pre-
sent Vietnam policy* The students are very desirous of being pre-
sented with practical, and more important, humane recourses to
escalation.

If you could speak on any of the following dates, we could
promise you a very large crowd of students and citizens from neigh-
boring cities—Middletown, New Haven, and others: April 9» April
11, April 12, April 13, April 16. We will publicize your speech in
all the major Connecticut newspapers.

There is an incipient awareness on college campuses of the
student's role as a citizen and the duty of the citizen to be
informed and inquiring. We think that your speech could be of
great value in encouraging such a concept of informed citizenry
under the democratic system. If it is not possible for you to
speak on the above-mentionned dates, we would be very greatful
for your recommending other persons whom you believe would be
available to speak* Our college body senate will be very cooper-
ative in providing funds to defray any speaker's costs.

Sincerely

^ D. Kenewell
Wesleyan Ad Hoc Com
mittee for Vietnam
Peace and Freedom


